
SEX SHAME CLAIMS



Google exec ran sex ring and
paid thousands to own
women and share them with
Silicon Valley Cartel pals
- Just another example of massive sex trafficking and sexual
deviancy at Google and YouTube

By Guy Birchall and Bradford Betz for Fox News

A MILLIONAIRE former Google exec has been accused by his
wife of running a sex ring and lavishing hundreds of thousands
on mistresses that he allegedly "shared" with pals for
threesomes.

The sensational claims against Android co-founder Andy Rubin
emerged in a legal battle over his fortune in a court in California.
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Former Google exec Andy Rubin has been accused of
running a 'sex ring' in a lawsuit filed by his soon to be
ex-wifeCredit: Getty Images - Getty

The lawsuit, filed by Rie Hirabaru Rubin in San Mateo County,
seeks to annul a prenuptial agreement she signed before their
2009 marriage.



The civil complaint alleges that Rubin concealed millions of his
Google earnings from his wife by depositing the money in a
separate bank account and making selected payments, some of
which went to other women, BuzzFeed reports.

It is also claimed that Rubin ran a “sex ring” while working at
Google – a claim made in another lawsuit by a Google
shareholder earlier this year that said Rubin paid “hundreds of
thousands of dollars to women to be, in Rubin’s own words,
‘owned’ by him.”

Rie Rubin’s lawyers accused him of paying for the expenses of
several mistresses “in exchange for offering them to other men”
so that he could either watch or join in for threesomes.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/andy-rubin-court-complaint-lawsuit-rie-divorce-google


£70M GOLDEN HANDSHAKE
Rubin left Google in 2014 after a female employee accused him
of forcing her to perform oral sex in a hotel room earlier that
year.

He ultimately left the company with a £70million golden
handshake.

The tech firm claims no employees dismissed over sexual
harassment claims since 2016 have received payouts.

Multiple Google employees have since gone public with their
annoyance over how the claims and subsequent investigation
were handled.

Rubin worked at Apple in the late 1980s where he acquired the
nickname “Android” because of his love of robots.

He took that moniker for the tech company he founded in 2003.

Rubin joined Google in 2005 after it bought Android and oversaw
it becoming an open-source operating system for smartphones.

He moved away from that side of operations in 2013 to manage
Google’s robotics division but left the following year to pursue
other ventures.

It later emerged that he had been accused of sexual misconduct
while at the tech giant, allegations he strenuously denies.

A version of this story first appeared on Fox News

https://www.foxnews.com/tech/estranged-wife-of-android-co-founder-former-google-exec-accuses-him-of-running-sex-ring-in-civil-complaint
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Rubin was one of the founders of smartphone operating
system Android which was bought by Google in
2005Credit: Getty - Contributor 
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https://nypost.com/2019/07/02/wikipedia-co-founder-calls-for-social-media-strike-over-privacy-issues/
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